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Then he entered the Dharma hall. Once, after he became the
abbot at Tiantong Monastery, he ascended the hall to speak
Dharma and remarked, “The World Honored One,
Shakyamuni Buddha, imparted secret words.” However, these
secret words are not exclusive to the Buddha. Everyone has
those secret words. Before you understand this Dharma, it is
secret. After you understand it, it’s no longer secret. You’ll realize
that your own nature is replete with it. You have to learn how to
use it. After you understand, then it’s nothing strange or esoteric.
For example, some exponents of the Secret School claim
that they transmit “secret” dharmas. They are like certain political parties that exploit people's greed by promising them: “Poor
people can make a complete turnaround.” Poor people are deceived by this empty promise and are delighted. But what’s the
outcome? The more they “turn around,” the lower they sink.
The people turn around and around until they run out of food
and clothing completely. They get to the point where they can’t
even manage to sleep a wink. This is not a political discussion; I
am only bringing this up to illustrate a principle.
As for the Secret School, basically there is no such thing as a
Secret School in Buddhism. Even if you hold mantras, that doesn't
constitute a Secret School. Rather, there are pretenders who claim
there are “secret” dharmas. People think, “Since it’s secret, I've
got to find out.” They try to find out, and sometimes get hexed
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by sorcery and black magic.
In Malaysia, we met many people who were
hexed because they were studying secret dharmas.
Therefore, do not be greedy for quick results. Many
people who study secret dharmas are attracted by
their supposed quick results. This is like getting high
on opium. After you smoke, you become euphoric
and feel as if you are up in the clouds. However,
once you get addicted, myriad undesirable symptoms follow. So, don’t be greedy for shortcuts in
your study of Buddhism, or you’ll certainly be cheated.
Master Zhi Jian remarked, “The World Honored One imparted secret words; Kashyapa did not
conceal them.” After the Buddha transmitted the
“mind seal” to Kashyapa, Kashyapa did not hoard
the secret, nor did he refuse to pass it on to others.
He passed it on, generation after generation. He did
not consider himself to have exclusive rights over it.
Rain fell all night long, and the flowers came
tumbling down. The whole city is filled with
perfumed water. After the flowers filled the entire
city, their perfume spread everywhere. What is this
talking about? It is referring to when you get rid of
your greed, you will attain sweet-dew Dharma, the
Proper Dharma Eye Treasury, and the wonderful
mind of Nirvana. Then this sweet dew will spread
throughout the entire city, in fact, throughout the
entire world. The whole world will receive this sweetdew Dharma rain, and its fragrance will pervade all
places.

A verse in praise says:
My hand, the Buddha’s hand!
The Master talked too much.
He concealed his tracks at Elephant Mountain,
The crazy people ran away.
His potentials meshed with Tiantong Monastery.
The hundred weird beings went into hiding.
Bodhidharma would not recognize him.
The World Honored One has no secrets.
Commentary:
My hand, the Buddha's hand! The Master talked
too much. That remark was too conceited. He
should have been slapped.
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He concealed his tracks at Elephant Mountain,
the crazy people ran away. You could interpret this line
in two ways. First, all the crazy people living in the mountain had to run away after the Master took up residence
there. Second, the Master seldom went down the mountain;
if on occasion he did, he would feign madness so that no
one would dare approach him.
His potentials meshed with Tian Tong (Heavenly
Youth). Because he asked Dhyana Master Da Xiu to certify
him, his potentials tallied with Tian Tong Monastery. The
hundred weird beings went into hiding. They all ran
away and hid. Wine ghosts, cigarette ghosts, ox-ghosts, cow
spirits, and other deviant forces all ran away.
Bodhidharma would not recognize him. This is because Master Zhi Jian was very innocent and child-like. Or
you could say, with the exception of Bodhidharma, nobody could recognize the Master.
The World Honored One has no secrets. Even if
this Dhyana Master wanted to compare himself with the
World Honored One, the World Honored One wouldn't
have any secret to transmit to him. The Buddha has already
completely imparted to him the "mind-seal" Dharma; the
Master has understood and attained it, and so there were
no secrets. Or you could ask a rhetorical question: "Didn't
the World Honored One have a secret?" Well, yes, he did.
But he has transmitted this "mind-seal" Dharma door to
the Master, and so it was no longer a secret. You can explain it in various ways.

Another verse says:
My hand is just like the Buddha’s hand:
words spoken by a child.
Childlike and lively, he was like Master Ji Dian.
As an adult, he relied on Master
Putting-to-Rest to learn the wonderful purport.
In his prime he became enlightened, and
Master Great Rest gave the seal the mind’s source.
Didn’t Bodhidharma recognize the original face?
The World Honored One had no secrets
That he imparted to the outside.
The hundred weird creatures went into hiding and
ran far away.
The myriad phenomena flourish, and there are
smiles all around.
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Commentary:
My hand is just like the Buddha’s hand: words spoken by
a child. If he had understood things, he wouldn’t have spoken
that way.
Childlike and lively, he was like Master Ji Dian. The
young child was naive and innocent. When his mother treated
the itchy infection on his hand, she asked him, “What is this?”
The child remarked, “My hand is just the Buddha’s hand!” He
resembled Dhyana Master Ji Dian, who was brazen and
outspoken. But it’s not for sure that Ji Dian did bad things.
As an adult, he relied on Master Putting-to-Rest to
learn the wonderful purport. He studied with Master Zhen
Xie. In his prime, he became enlightened, and Master Great
Rest gave the seal of the mind’s source. When the Master
hid his tracks at Elephant Mountain, he was at least in his thirties.
He was no longer afraid of ghosts or demons, and so when
they came to bother him, he remained unperturbed. In his prime,
he became enlightened, and Master Da Xiu certified the Dharma
of the mind-seal, that is he gave him the seal of the mind's
source.
Didn’t Bodhidharma recognize the original face? That's
a rhetorical question in Chan. Of course, he recognized it. The
World Honored One had no secrets that he imparted to
the outside. Of course not, the World Honored One had no
secret, but he wouldn't say that he had a secret dharma and was
selling it for money. Nor did he go around advertising, “I am a
greatly virtuous one, I am from the Secret School, I am a high
monk!” He did not do that. He was like an ordinary person and
would not advertise for himself to the public.
The hundred weird creatures went into hiding and ran
far away. Since the deviant forces could not defeat the proper,
they ran off; they fled far away. The myriad phenomena
flourish, and there are smiles all around. The myriad things
are thriving and prospering, and so there is genial laughter and
good cheer all around.
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